MUDSTONE

0-95 olive (dusted 5Y 5/3 + 1/2)
common dk gray mixed in 92-55,
71-74
0-71 ped 5Y 5/3
71-97 ped 5/4 1/2

97-150 green (ped 5/4 5/1)

97-fine Scaly fabric (bone) boundary at 97, dips 45°
well-developed Scaly Solution

0-150 all is slightly-moderately
burrow mottled, more pronounced
below 97

5-17 common small white/ beige
blends consist of
these are quite indicated.
135-138 = void

STRUCTURE

0-97 all Scaly well-developed fabric
all breaks into smaller & smaller Scaly
Phacoids cannot really break it into anything
 drills not Scaly) Fabric becomes better
aligned Scaly Solution at 97 where it is
better called a Scaly Solution dipping 45°
upper cm or so of Footwall green
sed is also Scaly, but not most of
97-150 is not Scaly